This paper presents the explicit dynamic equations of a mechanical system. The equations are presented so that they can easily be implemented in a simulation software or controller environment and are also well suited for system and controller analysis. The dynamics of a general mechanical system consisting of one or more rigid bodies can be derived from the Lagrangian. We can then use several well known properties of Lie groups to guarantee that these equations are well dened. This will, however, often lead to rather abstract formulation of the dynamic equations that cannot be implemented in a simulation software directly. In this paper we close this gap and show what the explicit dynamic equations look like.
Introduction
There are many motivations for deriving the explicit dynamic equations of mechanical systems. Firstly, the equations are needed for system and controller analysis. This analysis can to some extent be based on an abstract formulation of the dynamics, for example by writing the conguration space in terms of abstract Lie groups. For a complete analysis, however, the explicit dynamics is required. This is for example the case when representation or implementation issues affect the stability of the mechanical system. The quaternion representation is a popular representation because we obtain a global representation of the attitude by using four variables to represent orientation instead of the minimal representation with three variables (From et al., 2010) . Quaternions are therefore both appropriate and a popular choice for representing the rigid body orientation in kinematic equations. When we are to derive the dynamics, however, the quaternions are not always suited because they are not a minimal representation. The Lagrangian formalism, for example, requires a minimal representation of the generalized coordinates of the system, which the quaternions are not. Even so, it is important to note that the quaternions can often be used in the implementation for attitude representation even though we often use more general formulations in the derivation.
Another solution that removes the singularities from the equations is to represent the state space as a tan- Lie groups are the mathematical basis for several different approaches used to derive the dynamics of multibody systems (Selig, 2000; Park et al., 1995; Bullo and Lewis, 2000; Arnold, 1989; Bullo and Murray, 1999; Murray et al., 1994 ). The state space is then represented by the tangent bundle, i.e., the position of the rigid body is described by an element of the Lie group, and the velocity state is described by an element of the Lie algebra. For this approach to be valid for all congurations, the conguration space needs to be covered by an atlas of local coordinate patches. This leads to several dierent sets of equations, one for each coordinate patch. The appropriate equations must then be chosen for the current conguration. For example, the geometric approach presented in Bullo and Lewis (2000) can be used to obtain a globally valid set of dynamic equations on a single Lie group, such as an underwater vehicle or spacecraft.
Deriving the dynamics in this way does unfortunately require quite a few tools from dierential geometry and the nal equations are often written in a rather abstract form. This is particularly the case with multibody dynamics. The equations are abstract in the sense that the conguration space is given by "some matrix Lie group", often without specifying what the matrix looks like and how to represent it mathematically. Several of the properties that can be associated with the matrix depend on its representation and this must therefore be taken into account when writing the equation explicitly. Similarly, the transformations needed are represented by adjoint maps on the Lie groups or Lie algebras, but it is not always straight
forward to see what these transformations and their derivatives look like. We will see some examples of such transformations in this paper. We will also see how we can use the structure of the Lie groups to simplify the nal expressions.
One particular transformation for which it may be dicult to nd a mathematical representation is the mapping from local to global velocity variables: When taking a Lie theoretical approach to deriving the systems dynamics, the equations are derived on the tangent space. However, using our approach, the dynamics is derived in terms of local velocity variables which are in general dierent from the twists. The transformation from the local coordinates to the twists is thus important because we want to write the nal equations in terms of the globally dened twists, and not the local state variables. In this way we derive the dynamics in terms of the local variables in R m to avoid singularities, but we obtain a nal set of equations written in terms of the global velocity and position variables. We explicit dynamic equations.
The singularity-free dynamic equations of multibody systems were derived in Duindam and Stramigioli (2007, 2008) for mechanisms with general joints.
The BoltzmannHamel formulation used allows us to derive the dynamics in terms of velocity variables v that are dierent from the time derivative of the position variables q. These velocity variables are normally referred to as quasi-coordinates. Duindam and Stramigioli (2008) showed that this transformation can be derived in terms of the local position variables of the system, which again allows us to nd a well dened velocity transformation matrix. In From et al. (2010) the same equations were used to derive the singularity-free dynamic equations of vehicle-manipulator systems. In From et al. (2012) , a few mistakes in the above mentioned papers were corrected and the correct dynamic equations were presented. In this paper we will derive in detail the explicit dynamic equations based on the correct formulation rst presented in brief in From et al. (2012) . and Stramigioli (2007 and Stramigioli ( , 2008 , for example, we would nd that these are dierent from the standard formulation of the dynamics and, more importantly, nor can they be reformulated into these. The equations presented in Duindam and Stramigioli (2007, 2008) and From et al. (2010) (Goldstein et al., 2001; Arnold, 1989) .
In Section 2.3 we present the dynamic equations as presented in Duindam and Stramigioli (2008) and show that these do not correspond with the dynamic equations found in the classical literature. We start with a short overview of the dynamics of single rigid bodies for the most important conguration spaces.
Motion of Single Rigid Bodies
The dynamic equations of a single rigid body can be derived using the Lagrangian framework. Considering kinetic energy only this will lead to the dynamic equa-
( 1) for a conguration space SO(3). These equations are known as Euler's equations of motion. Here M is the inertia matrix of the rigid body and ω B 0b is the angular velocity of the rigid body frame F b with respect to the inertial frame F 0 as seen from F b . We can further allow external forces τ to act on the rigid body and write the equations explicitly as
where ω
T and the inertia matrix is written as M = diag(I x , I y , I z ) which is possible if we choose the body frame so that its origin is in the center of gravity of the rigid body and its axes are aligned with the principal axes of inertia. These equations can then be written as
wherep ∈ R 3×3 is the skew-symmetric matrix such thatpx = p × x for all p, x ∈ R 3 . In this case we havê
Similarly, for the conguration space SE(3) the Lagrangian formalism will result in the equations
where
.
These equations are normally referred to as the NewtonEuler equations of motion. Note that if we write ad ω =ω the formulation in (7) reduces to (5) for SO(3) by using thatω T = −ω. In this paper we will for the rst time show that this is in fact a general result.
If we write τ = τ
we get the well known
Kirchho 's equations of rigid body motion
These equations can also be written as
with ad V as in (8).
The BoltzmannHamel Equations of Motion
The 
The partial derivatives of the Lagrangian in (13) are given explicitly as
d dt
We can also write the velocity v in terms of the time derivative of the generalized velocity as v = S(x)ẋ.
This allows us to write the Lagrangian as a function of generalized coordinates x and generalized velocitiesẋ
which can be substituted into Lagrange's equations
for some B(x) yet to be determined. We nd the partial derivatives as
The EulerLagrange equations are found by the partial derivatives of the LagrangianL(x,ẋ) as
and can thus be written in terms of the Lagrangian L.
The torques τ are dened so that they are collocated with v (represented in the body frame) and we can therefore write the work W as
which gives B(x) = S T (x) as expected. We therefore pre-multiply (23) with S −T (x) to get the dynamics in the right form:
Proposition 2.1. For a mechanical system with La-
we can nd the dynamic equations in terms of the La-
Proof. The proof follows directly by substituting the expressions in Equations (19-21) into (22) and premultiplying with S −T (x).
We can simplify these equations by writing
where γ k is a function of S(q). The formulation of the dynamics shown in (26) was correctly presented in Duindam and Stramigioli (2008) , however the nal expression for the Coriolis matrix was not presented correctly. One of the objectives of this paper is to show how to arrive at the correct explicit expression for
Coriolis matrix from the formulation of the dynamics given in (27).
To avoid singularities it is possible to use local position and velocity variables ϕ ∈ R m andφ ∈ R m .
We refer to Duindam and Stramigioli (2008) for details on this topic. In the context of this paper is suces to know that we can nd the mapping from the time derivative of the local position coordinate to the body
in terms of the local position variables as (Rossmann, 2002) S
where ad ϕ is the matrix representation of the Lie bracket, which for SE(3) is shown in (8).
The dynamics in terms of the local parameterization is found in the same way as above with
2.3 The Coriolis Matrix as Shown in Duindam and Stramigioli (2008) In order to avoid the singularities that normally arise found by substituting v = S(ϕ)φ into the expressions above, dierentiating with respect to ϕ, and evaluating the equations at ϕ = 0 to obtain the global conguration variables. We refer to Duindam and Stramigioli (2008) for more details on this topic. The dynamics can now be written as
where Q is the matrix representation of the conguration space, for example a matrix representation of SO(3) or SE(3), and C(Q, v) is the matrix describing the Coriolis and centrifugal forces. The Coriolis matrix is given in (Duindam and Stramigioli, 2008, Eq . (26)) as
We will now look at what the dynamics will look like for a single rigid body with conguration space SE (3) with the formulation above. We rst nd an expression for S(ϕ), which for a single rigid body can be written as (Rossmann, 2002) S
where ad X is the adjoint map for a general Lie algebra X of dimension m. Since we are to dierentiate with respect to ϕ and substitute ϕ = 0 we see from (34) that we can simplify (33) slightly to
From the mapping in (34) we also note that after dierentiating and evaluating at ϕ = 0 the matrices
where e k is a 6-vector with 1 in the k th entry and zeros elsewhere. Similarly,
. This is then multiplied by the k th element of the vector M v and the Coriolis matrix is therefore given by
which gives the following dynamics:
We note that this is not the same as the NewtonEuler equations in (11), nor can they be re-arranged into these. We can therefore conclude that the formulation in (33) is wrong. We will now present the correct explicit expressions of the Coriolis matrix.
Derivation of the Coriolis Matrix
In this section we derive the explicit dynamic equations for a single rigid body from the BoltzmannHamel equations of motion. A short version of the results presented here is given in From et al. (2012) , but in this section we also present some more details in the derivation and show how we arrive at the nal equations.
Following the notation in Duindam and Stramigioli (2007, 2008) we will write the dynamics as
so it only remains to nd an expression for the matrix γ k . Comparing (38) with (26) gives
We will rst look at 
We now rewriteq = S −1 (q)v asq m = k S −1 mk (q)v k which allows us to write the rst part of γ k v k , i.e.,
which eliminatesq from the rst part of γ k .
Similarly for the second part
we rst write
. . .
and then if we write (S(q)q) l = m S lmqm we can write the matrix 
We nd an expression for
We can now nd γ k = γ k,1 + γ k,2 as
We can use these new expressions to write the dynamics in terms of local coordinates. Because we can substitute the variable vector q with local variables (the local variables are always Euclidean) we can also write this as
and we can derive the dynamics in terms of the local variables ϕ. The following proposition was rst presented correctly in From et al. (2012) , but here we present the detailed proof. T M v with the inertia matrix M . The dynamics of this system then satises
where M is found in the normal way, with τ the vector of external and control wrenches (collocated with v), and the matrix describing the Coriolis and centrifugal forces given by
For a single rigid body this becomes
To compute the matrix C(v) for a single rigid body with conguration space SE(3) or one of its subgroups, we can use the structure of the Lie algebra to simplify (50) slightly to
Proof. From Equation (38) and (47) we rst nd
We know that there are many dierent ways to write the Coriolis matrix which all result in the same vector C(ϕ, v)v. We denote this vector C(ϕ, v)v = c 1 c 2 . . . c n T and write
Here we have used the observation that M does not depend on ϕ so there is no need to evaluate M at ϕ = 0. Because c i = C ij v j a change in the summation indexes gives the Coriolis matrix
Now, recall that the velocity transformation matrix can be written as
where ad X is the adjoint map for a general Lie algebra X of dimension m. Because the expression is to be evaluated at ϕ = 0 this expression is non-zero only for l = i and m = j, see (55). The nal expressions then
which after a change in the index name becomes
We see that we have found a formulation of the dynamic equations in terms of the variables ϕ and v. However, when we evaluate the expressions av ϕ = 0 the position variables ϕ vanish from the equations and the position is written in terms of the conguration state matrix Q. Admittedly, the formulation is rather complex, but we will see in the next section that when we use the expressions for the velocity transformation matrices S(ϕ) for the dierent conguration spaces, the nal expressions will take a very simple form.
The Most Important Conguration Spaces
The kinematics of the system can be naturally described in terms of the state variables g 0b for position/orientation and V B 0b for velocity. To allow for more general systems with other conguration spaces than SE(3), we will write the conguration of a rigid body as a matrix Lie group Q of arbitrary but constant dimension. The velocity variable is written as v ∈ R m for a conguration space of dimension m ≤ 6. Using this formalism we obtain a global parameterization of a rigid idealized joint (Duindam, 2006 ): Denition 4.1. A globally parametrized rigid transformation is a kinematic restriction on the allowed relative twist of two rigid bodies i and j to a linear subspace of dimension m, where the relative motion of the bodies is described by two sets of states, namely
• a matrix Q, parameterizing the relative conguration as g ij = g ij (Q); and
• a vector v ∈ R m , parameterizing the relative twists as V B ij = Hv. We see that it is important that we adapt a formalism that satises the restrictions of the conguration space also when the conguration space has less than six degrees of freedom. For rigid bodies with a conguration space other than SE(3) and with dimension m < 6 we only need m parameters to dene the velocity state. Hence, in the case of m < 6 we can dene a selection matrix in the following way (From et al., 2010 (3) we have m = 6 and we can write g 0b (t) = g 0b (0) 
Here, H T is the transpose of H which works ne when dealing with the Lie groups treated here, so we will use this notation throughout this paper. We see that the selection matrix H ∈ R 6×m guarantees that the inertia matrix M has the right dimension. Note that neither K(v) nor M depends on the pose g 0b nor the choice of inertial reference frame F 0 .
The reason that the inertia matrix is constant is that we represent the velocities in the body frame. If we choose to represent the velocities in a dierent frame, for example the inertial frame, we get a conguration dependent inertia matrix in the form
where M (g 0b ) = Ad For SO(3) the constant inertia matrix then becomes
as usual.
Now that we have found the inertia matrix it only remains to nd the Coriolis terms. We know from the Lie theory (Rossmann (2002) ) that the matrix relating the local velocitiesφ and global body velocities ω B 0b is given by
We will rst show that when dierentiating with respect to ϕ and substituting ϕ = 0 in (57) will disappear when we dierentiate with respect to ϕ and the parts that include higher order terms of ϕ will disappear when we evaluate the expressions at ϕ = 0.
We therefore disregard the terms that we already know will equal zero and denote this matrix S r (the reduced velocity transformation matrix ) which then becomes
We start with k ∂S ki ∂ϕj ij in (57) which after multi-plying with (M v) k becomes:
Similarly, k
For a rigid body with conguration space SO(3) the rather complicated expression for the Coriolis matrix in (57) becomes
The dynamic equations can now be written in matrix form as
If we use the relation (M v)v = − vM v and denote the velocity as v = ω B 0b we get Euler's equations of motion:
which are identical to the classical formulation that we found in (1).
Rigid Bodies with Conguration Space SE(3)
The conguration space of a rigid body in the special Euclidean space is described by the matrix Lie group Q = g 0b for position and velocities variables v = V B 0b .
The selection matrix is thus the identity matrix H = I ∈ R 6×6 .
For a rigid body with conguration space SE(3) the matrix relating the local and global velocities is given by (Rossmann (2002) )
The precise computational details of the partial derivatives follow the same steps as for SO(3) in the previous section. We note that after dierentiating and evaluating at ϕ = 0 the matrices k ∂S ki ∂ϕj ij are equal to 1 2 ad e k where e k is a 6-vector with 1 in the k th entry and zeros elsewhere and ad p for p ∈ R 6 is dened as
Similarly, k ∂S kj ∂ϕi ij is equal to − 1 2 ad e k . This is then multiplied by the k th element of M v when differentiating with respect to ϕ k . The C-matrix is thus given by 
which we found in (11). For the special case when M is a constant diagonal matrix we can write out the dynamics of a single rigid body on SE(3) as 
The adjoint map of a Lie algebra V ∈ se(2) is given
We thus write
and nd the partial derivatives as
For a rigid body with conguration space SE(2) the Coriolis matrix in (57) becomes
If we use the relation ad (M v) 
Choosing the body frame F b so that it coincides with the center of gravity we get the inertia matrix M = diag(m, m, I z ) and we can write the dynamics explicitly 
The partial derivatives are found as
This gives us the Coriolis matrix
Again, we can use that ad (M v) 
or, for a diagonal M , explicitly as
From these equations and the Coriolis matrix in (93) 
Lower-dimensional Groups
Also for the low-dimensional groups the Coriolis and centrifugal terms vanish. This is trivial for all 1-and 2-dimensional groups because the adjoint map is a zero matrix (see next section). Table 2 shows the mapping from local to global velocity coordinates and the corresponding C-matrices for different Lie Groups. We note that when the Lie bracket vanish, which is the case for abelian Lie algebras, the Coriolis and centrifugal forces are not present in the dynamics, as expected. The adjoint matrices and explicit expressions for the Coriolis matrices for all the Lie groups are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 : The Lie algebrasV , adjoint maps ad V and the Coriolis matrices C = ad p . In this paper the entries in the adjoint maps ad p are given by p = (M v).
Summary
ad V ad p SE(3)     0 −r q u r 0 −p v −q p 0 w 0 0 0 0             0 −r q 0 −w v r 0 −p w 0 −u −q p 0 −v u 0 0 0 0 0 −r q 0 0 0 r 0 −p 0 0 0 −q p 0                 0 0 0 0 p 3 −p 2 0 0 0 −p 3 0 p 1 0 0 0 p 2 −p 1 0 0 p 3 −p 2 0 p 6 −p 5 −p 3 0 p 1 −p 6 0 p 4 p 2 −p 1 0 p 5 −p 4 0         X (z)     0 −r 0 u r 0 0 v 0 0 0 w 0 0 0 0         0 −r 0 v r 0 0 −u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0         0 0 0 −p 2 0 0 0 p 1 0 0 0 0 p 2 −p 1 0 0     R 3     0 −r    SE(2)   0 −r u r 0 v 0 0 0     0 −r v r 0 −u 0 0 0     0 0 −p 2 0 0 p 1 p 2 −p 1 0   SO(3)   0 −r q r 0 −p −q p 0     0 −r q r 0 −p −q p 0     0 −p 3 p 2 p 3 0 −p 1 −p 2 p 1 0   R 2   0 0 u 0 0 v 0 0 0   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 R 0 0 0 H 0 0 0 SO(2) 0 0 0
S C
Eq. 
SE(3)
I − 1 2 ad ϕ + 1 6 ad 2 ϕ − . . .ãd (M v) (74) X (z) I − 1 2 ad ϕ + 1 6 ad 2 ϕ − . . .ãd (M v) (93) R 3 I 3×3 0 SE(2) I − 1 2 ad ϕ + 1 6 ad 2 ϕ − . . .ãd (M v) (82) SO(3) I − 1 2 ϕ + 1 6 ϕ 2 − . . . − (M v) (68) R 2 I 2×2 0 R,H,SO(2) I 1×1 0
A General Theorem for Rigid Body Dynamics
In this section we will show that the dynamic equations that we found in Section 3 are general and valid for all Lie groups. We will use the structure of the Lie bracket so the theorem is valid for conguration spaces with a Lie group topology only. We will rst dene a matrix x in the following way:
Thus, a matrixx is a matrix whose entries are either an element x k of the vector x (of rst order) or zero. One example of such a matrix is the adjoint map ad x .
We can now write the following lemma Lemma 5.1. Given two vectors x and y, and their matrix representationsx andȳ by Denition 5.1. Then the vectorxy can be rewritten asȳx wherē
This lemma simply allows us to swap the multiplication order so that y is written in matrix representation instead of x. To nd the elementȳ ij , (98) simply searches each row of matrixx for a swap, i.e., a match so that wherever an element x j =x ik is found, the corresponding element y k in inserted in the matrixȳ at position y ij .
Lemma 5.2. Lemma 5.1 is also valid for ane combinations of the basis elements, i.e., for matrices of the formx = a 1x1 + a 2x2 + . . .
whereā i are dened as in Lemma 5.1.
We will also need the following lemma which is valid when the matrices, in this case the adjoint matrices ad, 
with the adjoint matrix ad ϕ as in (8), then we can write
Proof. The adjoint matrix is constructed in the following way (with a slight abuse of notation)
In other words, any element (ad X ) ij = X k represented by the rst matrix XY in (102)has an element equivalent to the second matrix −Y X given by Y j . We see this if we write the rst line of ad X Y as
where we can identify each term in (103) with one of the matrices in (102). This follows from the structure of the adjoint matrix which needs to reect the property of the Lie bracket (102). In (103) the rst matrix XY is represented by the elements −X 3 and −X 6 and the second matrix Y X is represented by the elements X 2 and X 5 in the adjoint matrix. We see that when these are multiplied with the corresponding elements of Y we obtain the vector representation of the Lie bracket, as required. Due to this structure the partial derivative of the element (ad ϕ ) ki with respect to ϕ j is equal to the partial derivative of (ad ϕ ) kj but with respect to ϕ i , with opposite signs. The fact that we are to evaluate (101) at ϕ = 0 and we therefore can reduce the velocity transformation matrix to S r = − 1 2 ad ϕ , this completes the proof.
We have seen that the dynamic equations of a single rigid body can be written as
with
Through examples we showed that for the most important Lie groups, this can be written as
We will now show that this is in fact a general result:
Proposition 5.1. The dynamic equations of a single rigid body written in the form
is equivalent to
where ad (M v) is the Coriolis matrix written by
Proof. By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 we can write (consider-
Similarly, for the transpose of the adjoint matrix ad v we obtain
Now, if we consider only the non-vanishing terms in S(ϕ), we can write S r (ϕ) = − 1 2 ad ϕ
and from Lemma 5.3 we conclude that the two formulations in (107) and (108) 
